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The plan wasn't written out with ink on paper, with pages and pages of legal footnotes, killing your spirit. It's written with
Spirit on spirit, His Life on our lives! (2 Corinthians 3:6).
It is possible to take parts of the New Testament, as to doctrines, practices, work, methods, and order, to piece them tog
ether, and to frame them into a system to be adopted and applied. This is the mechanical or 'ecclesiastical' method, and
it is capable of an almost endless variety of presentations, resulting in a very large variety of organized bodies, every on
e of which claims the New Testament for its authority. This in turn issues in rivalries, competitiveness, controversy, and,
eventually, in the presenting to the world of a Christianity divided into a vast number of independent and unrelated parts,
far removed from 'all speaking the same thing'. The external and objective approach to the New Testament, with a view t
o studying it as a manual or text-book of Christian life, teaching and work, is a false one, a dangerous one, and - so far a
s any real spiritual outcome is concerned - a dead one. If God had meant successive generations of Christians to imitate
the first and proceed on the mass-production principle, surely He would have seen to it that in some way a precise and u
nmistakable prototype existed, with adequate safeguards against all the confusion and misapprehension which has actu
ally eventuated...
While there was some initial testimony the Apostles did not formulate in conference an enterprise, a mission, with all the
related arrangements and organization. The new life forced off the old leaves and dressed the new organism with a new
vesture from within. The might, energy and urge of the Holy Spirit within produced a Way and an order, un-thought-of, u
nintended by them, and always to their own surprise. What was happening was really that Christ was taking form within t
hem, individually and corporately, by new birth and growth. The believers and the companies were becoming an express
ion of Christ.
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